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With the ever-increasing demand for large yacht berths

in Fort Lauderdale consistently outstripping supply, the

yachtsman’s smart money is currently investing in

waterfront real estate with dockage right on the property.

Ahead of the city’s forthcoming yacht show,

Julie Jones-Bernard of Florida Luxurious Properties

provides INVICTUS with the benefit of her 15 years of

experience in the sector and gives us an insight into

some prime opportunities with berthing on site.

SUPERYACHT PROPERTIES

The Berthing Pains
Waterfront Real Estate

of Yachting’s Capital

It is not without reason that Fort Lauderdale is regarded

as the unofficial Yachting Capital of the World.  Home to

50,000 registered vessels, the location of the numerous key service and repair facilities, a gateway to the

Caribbean Islands and host of one of the world’s leading International Boat Shows - the 56th Edition opens

shortly on the 5th of November - - it comes as no surprise that superyacht dockage is always a commodity

in high demand.  In the coming months as superyachts and mega yachts return from summer cruising in

Europe or the U.S. Northeast, prepare for the International Boat Show before heading off for the Caribbean

winter season, finding prime dockage to berth large yachts in Fort Lauderdale will be challenging and costly.

In a recent meeting with of Lovell Marine Construction and Broker of residential waterfrontRose Ann Lovell

real estate with Florida Luxurious Properties  &  Julie Jones-Bernard, Owner/Broker of Florida Luxurious

Properties we discussed the scarcity of dockage and the increasing demand from superyachts and mega yachts

for permanent or temporary berthing in Fort Lauderdale.  Rose Ann has never known the demand for dockage

to be greater and confesses to having a waiting list of yacht owners that exceeds the boat slips currently

available. As in any market, when demand exceeds supply there’s only one direction prices head in! Along

with the prestige of owning a luxurious mega-vessel, the challenge of where to dock it comes as part of the

package deal. Any serious boater will confirm this and highlight that the burden of marina fees that must be

factored into the annual operational costs, unless one is in possession of a waterfront residence. According

to the City of Fort Lauderdale’s dockage rate for this summer, berthing a 100’ to 200’ yacht at one of the least

expensive marinas would range from $129 to $290 per day, plus utilities.  It could very easily cost between

$50,372 to $112,430 plus utilities to dock it annually, which is definitely not an insignificant expense.  Based on



these numbers, it is not uncommon for larger yacht owners to purchase a waterfront residential property when

deciding to acquire a larger craft.

A waterfront real estate specialist with more than 15 years experience, Julie Jones-Bernard represents some

of Fort Lauderdale’s finest luxury real estate through Florida Luxurious Properties. The company’s comprehen-

sive inventory offers an exciting range of properties that will accommodate one or sometimes multiple 100’ plus

vessels.

For yachtsmen looking for an investment and to save on marina

fees, Mega Yacht Avenue, also known as Northeast 20th Avenue,

Fort Lauderdale offers prime dockage for super yacht and mega

yacht owners in the charming Victoria Park area of the city.

Mega Yacht Avenue offers a unique docking opportunity.

It is one of the few locations in Fort Lauderdale where yachts

may be docked stern to (perpendicularly to the seawall) as

opposed to parallel to the dock. This feature offers mega yacht

owners the amazing opportunity to dock not one but two

100’ plus vessels at their property!  Considering the savings

on marina fees combined with tax considerations of property

ownership and the prospect of income generation from leasing

the residence and/or dock subject to conditions, a residence

on Mega Yacht Avenue offers real value. Access to the open

seas is a snap - - a short 15 minute cruise with no fixed bridges.

Amongst the other attractions for investors on this highly

exclusive Avenue is the limited availability and rarity with which

opportunities to acquire here arise. There are only ten residences with water frontage along Mega Yacht Avenue

and somewhat unusually, there are two currently being offered for sale, both of which are listed with Florida

Luxurious Properties. The value proposition is 744 NE 20th Avenue, which has dockage for two yachts up to

125’ each. A little further south on Mega Yacht Avenue is number 726, a brand new custom designed residence

that was designed specifically for boaters and has slips for two 180’ vessels and is offered at $3,999 million.

Mega Yacht Avenue’s close proximity to downtown Fort Lauderdale is an added bonus, nestled in coveted

Victoria Park.  It boasts great access to shops, boutiques, restaurants, and local family and community events.

According to Julie, the most desirable waterfront estates are point properties which allow yacht owners to make

use of both sides of the point: most dock the yacht on one side and enjoy priceless unobstructed views of the

Intracoastal Waterway, or Lake Sylvan in Harbor Beach, on the other.  Harbor Beach is a prestigious neighbor-

hood in East Fort Lauderdale.  It is, and remains, the oldest and most desirable luxury residential community.

Estates in this idyllic community consist of a mixture of contemporary and Mediterranean architecture.  Most

estates are waterfront with private dockage to accommodate yachts and boats.  Harbor Beach is the prime

location for boaters because of the deep and wide canals, unobstructed access to the ocean and close

proximity to Port Everglades.



The serious yachtsman would also be thrilled to know that Harbor Beach is one of the few neighborhoods

that has its own marina. The facility offers residents who are members of the Harbor Beach Surf Club

access to the 300’ of private shoreline that extends all the way to Lake Sylvan.  Point property

opportunities range from $4.595 million for vacant land to $19,995 million for an incredible brand new

contemporary estate in prestigious Harbor Beach.  For those seeking residency this year, 1612 West Lake

Drive, Harbor Beach is a stunning residence boasting 350’ of water frontage on Lake Sylvan.  If building

your dream custom residence is in your sights, then 1627 East Lake Drive a double lot is available for

$10,995 million and 1408 West Lake Drive is available for $5,595 million - - both located on highly desirable

Lake Sylvan!



To accommodate the increasing demand for dockage Harbour Twenty-Six, a new “dockominium” slated

for completion in 2016 by Battle Plan Capital will be offering 26 fully covered hurricane-rated boat slips.

Each slip will come with a two-story storage facility with an enclosed garage and additional car parking.

These yacht parking spots can cost up to $3 million.  Competition for the $3 million spots, which measure

170’ x 40’ will be stiff since only two will be available.  Smaller slips will go for $1.8 million and $2.5 million

and already a number have been sold, so interested parties best move fast.

For visitors to the Fort Lauderdale boat show seeking to purchase a boat and invest in property, Julie and

her team of luxury residential specialists at Florida Luxurious Properties have developed a comprehensive

Boat Show Guide featuring all of their waterfront offerings complete with canal width, depth and setbacks.

This Boat Show Guide has been developed especially for Boat Show Visitors shopping for that perfect dockage

under the South Florida sunshine. This invaluable guide is designed to save time and effort in the search for

the right property with the ideal dockage wherever you are visiting from . . . Florida Luxurious Properties’

multilingual associates speak French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Malay, Mandarin Chinese, Portuguese and

Spanish.  We did mention it was an international boat show!
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